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• Interactions on a network are relational, and temporal

• Given a series of graphs G = {𝐺0, … , 𝐺𝑇} where 𝐺𝑡 = {𝑉𝑡 , 𝐸𝑡}
anomalous edges correlate to lateral movement

• Can we detect anomalous edges using a temporal link 
predictor?

Networks as a Temporal Graphs
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Temporal Link Prediction
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• In the past, TLP has been accomplished by 
running GNN output through a sequence 
encoder

• Highly engineered models prone to overfitting
• Forces process to be sequential
• Cannot scale to large graphs (i.e. network logs)

• We propose uncoupling the RNN and GNN 
• GNN is most complex portion of the approach
• Amdahl’s law—distribute the hard parts

SoTA

Our Approach



The Distributed Framework
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• The EULER framework is a generic 
extension of the traditional GAE model 

• It stacks a model-agnostic GNN upon a 
model-agnostic RNN 

• Aims to find a low-dimensional encoding 
function 𝑓(⋅) of 𝐺

• And a decoding function 𝑔(⋅) of those 
encodings 

• As a result of IP decoding, 
Pr 𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ 𝐸𝑡+𝑛 ∝ 𝐙𝑡 𝑢 𝐙 𝑣 T

𝑓 𝐺 = 𝐙 = RNN GNN 𝐗0, 𝐀0 , … , GNN(𝐗𝑡, 𝐀𝑡)

𝑔 𝐙𝑡 = Pr[𝐀t+n = 1 ∣ 𝐙𝑡] = 𝜎 𝐙𝑡𝐙𝑡
T

The Encoder-Decoder
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• Though most evaluation metrics used are for quality of scoring 
(AUC & AP) it’s useful to automate finding a cutoff 

• An additional 5% of snapshots are held out of training for this

• Given TPR and FPR at threshold 𝜏, optimal threshold is 

• 𝜆 ∈ (0,1) is a user-defined hyperparameter, biasing against 
high FPR

Classifier
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Experiments & Challanges



• (SI-)VGRNN
• GCN on GRNN 

• GRNN output used as GCN input next snapshot 

• Currently #1 ranked Temporal LP model on PapersWithCode.com 

• EGCN 
• RNN aims to find parameters of GCN 

• Very unique method, excellent at low info LP (guessing 10+ 
snapshots in the future)

• DynGraph2Vec (DynAE, DynRNN, DynAERNN)
• MLP on RNN (no message passing or spectral convs)

• Uses adj matrix as input & output vectors (not scalable) 

Replicating Prior Work
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Data Sets
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All data sets provided by VGRNN authors

• Facebook (FB)  
• Graph of users commenting on others’ walls

• Each snapshot is 1 day 

• COLAB
• Citation network in order of publication date

• Each snapshot is 1 year

• Enron10
• Emails between Enron employees between 1999-2000

• Snapshots are 1 week



• Dynamic Link Detection
• Inductive

• Find Pr[𝐀t = 1 ∣ 𝐙t] given  𝐙 = 𝑓 𝐺0, … , 𝐺𝑡

• Dynamic Link Prediction
• Transductive

• Find Pr[𝐀t+1 = 1 ∣ 𝐙t] given  𝐙 = 𝑓 𝐺0, … , 𝐺𝑡

• Dynamic New Link Prediction
• Same as above, but set of positive samples is only

Tests
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Results
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• EULER out-performs prior work on all detection tests 

• Though only with statistical significance on FB and Enron AUC

• Prior works are not statistically significantly better than EULER on any prediction tests

• EULER is better with significance on new FB test, and equivalent elsewhere



• When are models essentially the 
same? 

• Similar avg. AUC/AP lower stderr

• Use hypothesis testing:

• t < 2.228 means not significantly 
different (p-value > 0.05)

The Importance of Statistical Significance
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Performance Comparison
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Forward Time Backward Time

Euler uses 16 workers; prior works use 16 inter-op threads for fair comparison

• Euler is consistently faster than prior works
• Forward time is about 2x faster
• Backward time is 16x better (showing near-perfect scaling)



Real-world data sets



• 58 Days of log files in a real-world system

• Attack campaigns sporadically

• Redlog identifies 750 authorization events “involved in 
compromise” 

• Nodes: Users, Computers, System 

• Edges: Authorizations, weighted according to frequency:

• Features: 1-hot ID, and 1-hot vector of node’s role

The LANL Dataset
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•Tested 3 Encoders
• GCN
• GraphSAGE (Maxpool aggr.)
• GAT (3 attn. heads)

•Tested 3 RNNs
• GRU
• LSTM
• None (ablation study)

•Compared to 4 prior works
• GL-LV, GL-GV are static, graph-based
• UA is a simple rules-based method
• VGRNN is SoTA temporal LP method

LANL Tests
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Tests: 
• Link Detection

• Real world use: forensic audit

• Link Prediction
• Real world use: live detector



Results
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•Link Detection:
• Best precision was GCN-GRU
• Surprisingly, ablation study had best AUC (with GRU). RNN may not be 

necessary
• SAGE also performed well 

•Link Prediction
• SAGE had best precision this time
• AUC not as good as GCN

•Overall
• Regression metrics are better than all prior works
• Higher TPR and lower FPR on classification metrics than prior works



• With LANL it’s unclear how “anomalous events” are

defined

• OpTC has entire redlog—more informative labels
• Edges are FLOW-START events

• Weighted and directed the same way as LANL

• No node features, just 1-Hot IDs

• Edges Anomalous if
• SRC or DST IP in redteam event

• PID in redteam and time >= ts

• Edges to/from compromised IPs remain anomalous until the end of the day

A More Detailed Data Set: OpTC
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• Fewer hosts allows us to use 
softmax anomaly detector

• Boosts scores significantly

• With easier to interpret 
results, Euler has low 
enough FPR for IDS

Results
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Detection

Prediction



Euler accomplished the following:

• Consistently as powerful or better than prior work
• Parallelized temporal link prediction
• First use of graph temporal link prediction for IDS
• Achieved high scores on OpTC; good scores on LANL

Conclusion
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• Why do so few ML papers make use of t-tests? 

• Why don’t results on small data sets apply to real world ones?

• How valuable is LANL v. OpTC for evaluating IDS models?

• How to integrate speed into evaluation? What is a fair 
comparison?

Discussion
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Thank You


